Abstract. We bring out the relations between a coherent sheaf M satisfying an S 2 condition and the lowest cohomology N of its "dual" complex. We also show (on formal schemes which admit c-dualizing complexes) that a complex satisfying certain coherence conditions is Gorenstein if and only if it is the tensor product of a t-dualizing complex with a vector bundle of finite rank. We relate the various results in [S] on Cousin complexes to dual results on coherent sheaves on formal schemes.
Introduction
The theme which lurks behind the various results in this paper is the (anti) equivalence between Cohen-Macaulay complexes and coherent sheaves proven in [LNS, p. 108, Prop. 9.3.1 and Cor. 9.3 .2] and restated here in Proposition 2.3.1 and Proposition 2.5.4. The Cohen-Macaulay complexes we just referred to are with respect to a fixed codimension function and satisfy certain coherence conditions, which for ordinary schemes amount to requiring that all cohomology sheaves are coherent. The formal schemes involved are also required to satisfy conditionse.g. they should carry "c-dualizing complexes" (see Definition 2.2.1 below).
This anti-equivalence is the unifying thread that runs through the three main topics of this paper. It was first observed by Yekutieli and Zhang in [YZ, Thm. 8.9] for ordinary schemes of finite type over a regular scheme, and later in greater generality by Lipman and the authors in [LNS] . We first give a short description of each topic we deal with before embarking on a more detailed discussion putting our results in context. Here is the brief version: 1) We explore symmetries between a coherent sheaf (on an ordinary scheme) satisfying an "S 2 condition" with respect to a codimension function (cf. Definition 3.2.1) and an associated "dual" coherent sheaf (which also is shown to satisfy the same S 2 condtion). The example to keep in mind is the symmetry between the structure sheaf of an S 2 scheme and a canonical module on the scheme (cf. [DT, p. 19, Thm. 1.4] and [Kw, Thm. 4.4 
]).
2) We give a relationship between Gorenstein complexes and dualizing complexes (both with respect to a fixed codimension function).
3) We find an alternate approach to some of the results in [S] when our Cousin complexes involved satisfy certain coherence conditions (which, as before, translate on an ordinary scheme to usual coherence conditions). And in this approach we do not need to assume that the maps involved (between formal schemes) are composites of compactifiable maps. It was A. Yekutieli who made the suggestion (to the second author) that the results in [S] should be re-examined in light of the above mentioned duality between Cohen-Macaulay complexes and coherent sheaves.
Let us examine each of these topics in somewhat greater detail. All schemes involved (formal or ordinary) are assumed to be noetherian and carrying a c-dualizing complex (forcing them to be of finite Krull dimension).
1.1. ∆-S 2 complexes. Let X be an ordinary scheme and let R be a dualizing complex on X which we assume (without loss of generality) is residual. Let ∆ : |X| → Z be the associated codimension function (so that R = E ∆ R, where E ∆ is the Cousin functor associated with ∆ (see § § 2.3 below)). Recall that if X is equidimensional and h : |X| → Z is the "height function", then h is a codimension function and if further X has no embedded points, X is S 2 if and only if the natural map of complexes O X → E h O X gives an isomorphism on applying H 0 . One defines the notion of a ∆-S 2 module along the above lines (cf. Definition 3.2.1). Let M be such a module, which by definition is coherent. Let N = H om(E ∆ M , R). We show that N is also coherent and M and N share the following symmetries, where "=" denotes functorial isomorphisms (cf. Theorem 3.2.5).
(i) M = H om(E ∆ N , R). (Note: N := H om(E ∆ M , R).)
If ∆ = h and M = O X is ∆-S 2 then N is a canonical module and the above relations have been established by Dibaei, Tousi [DT] and Kawasaki [Kw] as we pointed out earlier.
Gorenstein complexes. The study of Gorenstein modules over a local ring
A was initiated by Sharp in [Sh1] where their first properties were established. A non-zero finitely generated A-module G is Gorenstein if-when regarded as a complex-it is a Gorenstein complex in the sense of [Hrt, p. 248 ] (see (a), (b), (c) below for an extension to formal schemes). In commutative algebraic terms, a finitely generated A-module is Gorenstein if its Cousin complex (with respect to the height filtration) is an injective resolution of G. In such a case, Sharp shows, A is Cohen-Macaulay, the associated height function is a codimension function on X = Spec(A), Hom(G, G) is free of rank r 2 , r > 0. The positive integer r is called the Gorenstein rank of G. The module G (regarded as a complex) is a dualizing complex if and only if r = 1. If A has a Gorenstein module then it has one of rank r = 1 if and only if A is the homomorphic image of a Gorenstein ring, if and only if A has a dualizing complex. In [FFGR] , Fossum, Foxby, Griffith and Reiten show that if G is Gorenstein of minimal rank, then every Gorenstein module on A is of the form G s for some s ≥ 1. This last result was anticipated in [Sh2] by Sharp in the instance when A is a complete Cohen-Macaulay ring, so that, by Cohen's structure theorem, A is the homomorphic image of a Gorenstein ring, and whence has a Gorenstein module of rank r = 1, necessarily of minimal rank. (Cf. also [Sh3] for related results.) In addition to the above mentioned results in [FFGR] , Fossum et. al. also show that if A has a Gorenstein module, then some standard etale neighborhood of A has a Gorenstein module of rank r = 1 (i.e. a Gorenstein module which is also a dualizing complex).
Consider a pair (X , ∆) where X is a formal scheme, universally catenary, of finite Krull dimension and ∆ a codimension function on X . A complex G is said to be Gorenstein on (
where A qct (X ) is as in § § 2.1. In [S] it was shown-with a slightly more general definition of Gorenstein-that G is Gorenstein if and only if Grothendieck's twisted inverse image 1 f ! G is CohenMacaulay (with respect to an appropriate codimension function) for every pseudofinite type map f with target X . In this paper, using this result, we show that if X has a c-dualizing complex, then
where D is a t-dualizing complex whose associated codimension function is ∆ and V is a coherent locally free O X -module (cf. Theorem 4.4.6). Note that it follows that RH om
.e. to a coherent locally free O X -module of rank r 2 , where r is the rank of V. Since X is not assumed to be connected, we have to interpret r as a locally constant, positive integer valued function. For the rest of this discussion, for simplicity, we will assume that our Gorenstein complex G is non-exact on every connected component of X , i.e. EG = 0 on any connected component of X .
Suppose we drop the assumption that X has a c-dualizing complex. Can r (the "rank" of G ) still be defined? One can show (and we plan to give a proof in a later paper), that RH om
) to a coherent locally free sheaf W of rank r 2 where r is a positive integer valued function. In fact, for a point x ∈ X, r(x) is the number of copies of the injective hull I(x) of the residue field k(x) (thought of as a O X ,x -module) in the injective module E(x) = H ∆(x) x (G ). The result implies that this number (of copies of I(x) in E(x)) is constant on connected components of X , something which is not a priori obvious. Further, when r = 1, G is t-dualizing. We also hope to study the (possibly) non-commutative O X -algebra A = H om(EG , EG ) (isomorphic as a coherent sheaf to W), for it sheds light on the existence ofétale open sets of X on which G "untwists" and reveals itself in the form (*). In fact one can show that A is a sheaf of Azumaya algebras, whose splitting is equivalent to the existence of a dualizing complex. On a connected scheme X , we would like to show that if G is Gorenstein of minimal rank, then all Gorenstein complexes are obtained by tensoring G by a suitable vector bundle.
2
This would generalize the results in [FFGR] . Now suppose X is an ordinary scheme with a dualizing complex and that O X is ∆-S 2 . It is not hard to show that this forces ∆ to be the height function h, whence X is equidimensional. (Incidentally, in such an event X has no embedded points, and is in fact S 2 .) Let D be a dualizing complex whose associated codimension function is h (under our hypothesis, such a D exists). Let K := H 0 (D). Now (*) combined with Theorem 3.2.5 gives us that if G is Gorenstein with respect to the height function, then N := H 0 (G ) is also S 2 and N = K ⊗ V. We believe this gives a more natural interpretation of [Db, p. 125, Thm. 3.3 ].
1.3. Duality theory. The paper [S] is concerned with studying "the gap" between the Cousin complex f ♯ F constructed in [LNS] and the twisted inverse image f ! F (for a suitable map f : X → Y and Cousin complex F on Y ). This is done via a functorial map γ [S, p. 182, 7.2 .2] (cf. Theorem 4.4.4 together with Theorem 5.3.3). In general, the condition that f ♯ F ∼ = f ! F imposes conditions on the pair (f, F ), whence on (f, M ). We interpret this in terms of Tor-independence (cf. Definition 4.4.1 and Lemma 4.4.2). There is one drawback to the approach taken in this paper. We have to restrict ourselves to complexes satisfying certain coherence conditions (they should be in D c * ) and to schemes carrying c-dualizing complexes. And we do need to draw on results from [S] . What we lose in the swings we gain in the roundabouts, for, after replacing f ! by its variant f (!) [S, § 9] , we are able to extend the results in [S] to arbitrary pseudo-finite type maps between the allowed schemes, whereas in [S] , Sastry had to restrict himself to maps which were composites of compactifiable maps.
Preliminaries
In this paper, all schemes-ordinary or formal-are noetherian.
2.1. Categories of complexes. For a formal scheme X , let A(X ) be the category of O X -modules, and A qc (X ) (resp. A c (X ), resp. A c (X )) the full subcategory of A(X ) whose objects are the quasi-coherent (resp. coherent, resp. lim − −→ 's of coherent) O X -modules. As in [DFS, p. 6, 1.2 .1], we define the torsion functor Γ
where I ⊂ O X is an ideal of definition of X . The definition of Γ ′ X is independent of the choice of I . Note that Γ ′ X is a subfunctor of the identity functor.
. We denote by A t (X ) (resp. A qct (X )) the full subcategory of A(X ) consisting of torsion (resp. quasi-coherent torsion) O X -modules.
Let C(X ) be the category of A(X )-complexes, K(X ) the associated homotopy category, and D(X ) the corresponding derived category, obtained from K(X ) by inverting quasi-isomorphisms.
For any full subcategory A ... (X ) of A(X ), denote by C ... (X ) (resp. K ... (X ), resp. D ... (X )) the full subcategory of C(X ) (resp. K(X ), resp. D(X )) whose objects are those complexes whose cohomology sheaves all lie in A ... (X ), and by D 
2.2. Dualizing complexes. As shown in [DFS, p. 26, Lemma 2.5.3] , the notion of a dualizing complex on an ordinary scheme breaks up into two related notions on a formal scheme. We recall here the definitions and first properties from [DFS, p. 24 , Definition 2.5.1].
There is an integer b such that for every coherent torsion sheaf M and
There is an integer b such that for every coherent torsion sheaf M and for
We note from [DFS, 2.5.3 and 2.5.8 ] that X has a c-dualizing complex if and only if X has a t-dualizing complex which lies in D c * . In greater detail, if R is a c-dualizing complex, then RΓ
* and the notions of a c-dualizing complex and a t-dualizing complex coincide with the usual notion of a dualizing complex.
By way of example, let X be an ordinary scheme and κ : X → X its completion along a closed subscheme Z. Then for any dualizing complex R on X, κ * R is c-dualizing on X and RΓ ′ X κ * R ∼ = κ * RΓ Z R is t-dualizing and lies in Dc * [DFS, p. 25, 2.5.2(2) ]. In particular, if k is a field and X is the formal spectrum of A := k[[X1, . . . , Xn]] equipped with the madic topology where m = (X1, . . . , Xn), (which implies that X consists of a single point) then a c-dualizing complex on X is given by A while a t-dualizing complex is given by the injective hull of k = A/m.
For a fixed t-dualizing complex R on X define the dualizing functor
If R ∈ D c * -equivalently, if X has a c-dualizing complex-then according to [DFS, p. 28, Prop. 2.5.8] (
* (X ), the natural map is an isomorphism:
The above facts can be summarized as follows: Regarding A c (X ) as a full subcategory of D c (X ), [LNS, p. 108, Cor. 9.3 .2] characterizes the essential image of A c (X ) in D c * (X ) under the above antiequivalence, and this characterization underpins most of the results in this paper. We describe this in the next subsection.
Cohen-Macaulay complexes.
A codimension function on X is a map
Here, |X | denotes the set of points underlying the scheme X .
We refer the reader to [LNS, § § 3.2 and 3.3] for the definitions of Cousin complexes and Cohen-Macaulay complexes with respect to ∆ (in short, ∆-Cousin and ∆-CM complexes). We remind the reader that there is an equivalence of categories between the full subcategory Cou(X ; ∆) ⊂ C(X) consisting of ∆-Cousin complexes and the full subcategory
Its brief description is as follows. First note that Cou(X ; ∆) is also a full subcategory of K. Indeed (see [LNS, 
is an equivalence of categories. An inverse equivalence is given by the restriction of the Cousin functor [Su, Thm. 3.9] and [LNS, p. 42, Prop. 3.3 .1]). We set CM(X ; ∆) := D + (X ; ∆) CM ∩ D qct and CM * (X ; ∆) := CM(X ; ∆) ∩ D c * . On the Cousin side we first set Coz ∆ (X ) := Cou(X ; ∆)∩C qct (X ) and note that in view of [LNS, p. 40, (12) ], Coz ∆ (X ) corresponds to CM(X ; ∆) through Q and E ∆ . Next we define Coz * ∆ (X ) to be the full subcategory of Coz ∆ (X ) which corresponds to CM * (X ; ∆) under the equivalence above. We are now in a position to identify the subcategory of D c * (X ) which corresponds to A c (X ) ⊂ D c (X ) under the antiequivalence of Proposition 2.2.3. First, given a t-dualizing complex R on X , one has an associated codimension function ∆ R [LNS, p. 106, 9 
Proposition 2.3.1 was first proved by Yekutieli and Zhang [YZ, Thm. 8.9 ] for ordinary schemes of finite type over noetherian finite dimensional regular rings.
2.4. Residual complexes. Since CM * (X ; ∆) is equivalent to Coz * ∆ (X ), one can restate the antieqivalence between A c (X ) and CM * (X ; ∆) in terms of Coz * ∆ (X ). The resulting antiequivalence between A c (X ) and Coz * ∆ (X ) can be stated entirely in terms of complexes, i.e., within C(X ) rather than D(X ). As a first step toward this, we discuss the notion of a residual complex on a formal scheme.
On an ordinary scheme, we refer to [Hrt, p. 304] for a definition of a residual complex. Following [LNS, p. 104, 9.1.1] , by a residual complex on a formal scheme X we mean a complex R of A t -modules such that there exists a defining ideal I ⊂ O X with the property that for any n > 0, H om
The residual complex R induces a codimension function ∆ = ∆ R on X , and R ∈ Coz ∆ (X ) [LNS, p. 106, Prop. 9.2.2] . Moreover, if X admits a residual complex, then X is universally catenary (since the corresponding statement is true for ordinary schemes).
According to [LNS, Prop. 9.2.2(iii) ], if D is t-dualizing and ∆ = ∆ D , then R := E ∆ D is a residual complex. Moreover, since D is Cohen-Macaulay on (X , ∆), there is a canonical isomorphism between D and QR (see [LNS, p. 42, 3.3.1 and 3.3.2] ). Moreover, it is immediate from the definition of ∆ D that ∆ D = ∆ R . Since the presence of a t-dualizing complex forces X to be of finite Krull dimension [LNS, p. 106, Prop. 9.2.2(ii) ], R must be a bounded complex. Conversely, if R is a bounded residual complex, then QR is t-dualizing [LNS, Prop. 9 
.2.2(ii) and (iii)].
We need a little more terminology which will facilitate discussions on Cousin complexes. As in [S] , let F r denote the category whose objects X are (noetherian) formal schemes, which admit a bounded residual complex R (necessarily a t-dualizing complex) such that QR ∈ D c * (X ) and whose morphisms are essentially pseudo-finite type maps (cf. [LNS, , § 2.1]). Note that the presence of R on X ∈ F r as above is equivalent to the existence of a c-dualizing complex on X . Next consider the category F r c of pairs (X , ∆) where X ∈ F r and ∆ is a codimen-
r and such that for x ∈ X and y = f (x), ∆(y) − ∆ ′ (x) is equal to the transcendence degree of the residue field k(x) of x over the residue field k(y) of y. In other words, if f ♯ ∆ is defined by the formula
c then a Cohen-Macaulay (resp. Cousin) complex on (X , ∆) is a complex in CM(X ; ∆) (resp. Coz ∆ (X )).
2.5. Cousin complexes and coherent sheaves. For the rest of this paper assume that all schemes occurring admit c-dualizing complexes, (so that every tdualizing complex lies in D c * ), i.e. all schemes are in F r (see sentence following Definition 2.2.1).
Fix (X , R) with R a residual complex on the formal scheme X and set ∆ = ∆ R , Coz(X ) = Coz ∆ (X ) and Coz * (X ) = Coz * ∆ (X ). By [LNS, p. 104, Lemma 9.1.3] and [Hrt, p. 123] , we see that R is a complex of A(X )-injectives. Thus, without loss of generality, we make the identification
Using this version of D t , we make the following three observations: 1) For M ∈ A c (X ), the complex
The first assertion follows from Proposition 2.3.1, and the equivalence between Coz * (X ) and CM * (X ; ∆). 2) For F ∈ Coz * (X ), the O X -module
lies in A c (X ) (note that the bivariant functor on the right side is not H om • but H om) and (2.5.1)
Indeed, note that for any object G ∈ Coz(X ) ⊃ Coz * (X ), we have
(To see the first equality, note that the only C(X )-map G → R homotopic to zero is the zero map, for G and R are ∆-Cousin.) The assertions for F * (when F ∈ Coz * (X )) follow from Proposition 2.3.1 and the fact that Coz * (X ) is equivalent to CM * (X ; ∆) (via Q and E ∆ ).
3) The operations M → M ′ and F → F * are inverse operations. In greater detail:
(i) For M ∈ A c (X ), the natural map in A c (X ) given by "evaluation" is an isomorphism
Indeed, in D c , the above map is equivalent to (2.2.2). (ii) For F ∈ Coz * (X ), the natural map in Coz * (X ) given by "evaluation" is an isomorphism
As in (i), this follows from (2.2.2) for objects in D c * .
Note that the correspondences M → M ′ and F → F * are functorial, defining contravariant functors − ′ and − * . Here then is the restatement of Proposition 2.3.1: Proposition 2.5.4. The functors
are pseudoinverses via (2.5.2) and (2.5.3), and therefore set up an antiequivalence of categories between Coz * (X ) and A c (X ).
Remark 2.5.5. The functors − ′ and − * depend upon the choice of R (as we will make explicit later in this remark). It will be clear from the context what the underlying residual complex is. There will be occasions when we deal with maps f :
, with a residual complex R on Y and a residual complex f ♯ R on X , but even here it will be clear from the context, which residual complex is being used and when. As an example, for the symbol (f * F * ) ′ , it is to be assumed that the "upper star" occurring as a superscript of F is with respect to R and the "prime" outside the parenthesis is with respect to f ♯ R. As for the dependence on R, if F R : A c (X )
• → Coz * (X ) and G R : Coz
• denote H om • (−, R) and H om(−, R) respectively, and R ′ is another residual complex whose associated codimension function is also ∆, then
Note that L is an invertible O X -module with inverse H om(R ′ , R) and we have the relation
3. The S 2 condition 3.1. The map s(G ). We first state a part of [LNS, p. 109, Prop. 9.3 .5] in a form that is useful to us.
Proposition 3.1.1. [LNS] Let X ∈ F r , R a t-dualizing complex on X , and
Moreover, E ∆−m (D t θ) is a map in Coz * ∆−m (X ). The proof of the isomorphism is contained in the opening paragraph of the proof of [LNS, p. 109, Prop. 9.3.5] . The fact that E ∆−m (D t θ) is in Coz * ∆−m (X ) follows from the last part of the statement of loc.cit.
We would like to define the notion of an S 2 module with respect to a codimension function. For this we need to recall certain parts of [LNS, , § § 9.3], especially as it relates to Corollary 9.3.6 of loc.cit . Let (X , ∆) be in F r c and let R be a t-dualizing complex on X with ∆ R = ∆, and
be the canonical map in D + c induced by the fact that H i (D t G ) = 0 for i < m. The map θ induces a D(X ) map (cf. [LNS, p. 109, 9.3.6 
defined by the commutativity of
We point out that D t H is in CM * (X ; ∆) by Proposition 2.3.1, from which we deduce the vertical isomorphism on the right via the equivalence between CM * (X ; ∆) and Coz * ∆ (X ) (cf. [LNS, p. 42, Prop. 3.3 .1]). The second horizontal arrow on the top row is an isomorphism by Proposition 3.1.1. We refer to [LNS, p. 109, Cor. 9.3 .6] for more on s(G ).
3.2. Coherent S 2 sheaves on ordinary schemes. For the rest of this section, all schemes are ordinary and, as before, lie in F r , which translates-in this situationto the existence of a dualizing complex on that scheme.
Definition 3.2.1. Let (X, ∆) ∈ F r c and suppose R is a residual complex on (X, ∆). We say M ∈ A(X) is an S 2 -module on (X, ∆) (or S 2 on (X, ∆); or simply ∆-
Let the full subcategory of A c (X ) consisting of ∆ − S 2 modules be denoted S 2 (∆).
Remarks 3.2.2.
(i) In spite of appearances, the S 2 condition does not depend on R, but only on ∆. This is seen in two steps. First, if S is a second residual complex, with associated codimension function ∆, then S = R ⊗ L, with L an invertible sheaf on X. This means condition (b) above does not depend on R. Second, the map s(M ) is independent of R, for it has the property that any map M → F with F ∈ CM * (X, ∆) factors uniquely through s(M ) (cf. [LNS, p. 109, 9.3.6 
(i)]).
(ii) If M is ∆-S 2 , then the D(X)-map s(M) can be uniquely realised as a C(X)-map. Indeed, since H i x M = 0 for i < 0, E ∆ M has no non-zero components in negative degrees.
Lemma 3.2.3. Let M be S 2 on (X, ∆) and R a residual complex with ∆ as its associated codimension function. Then the Cousin complex M
′ ∈ Coz * ∆ (X) has no non-vanishing terms in negative degrees.
. Suppose x ∈ X with ∆(x) < 0. It is enough to show that M ′ (x) = 0. Consider the natural flat map in F r : f : X ′ := SpecO X,x → X, and let C = f * M ′ . Then C is Cousin with respect to ∆ ′ := f ♯ ∆, given by ∆ ′ (y) = ∆(f (y)) (cf. [LNS, p. 14, 2.1.2]). Moreover, since all points in X ′ have a negative ∆ ′ value, therefore H i C = 0 when i ≥ 0. On the other hand, since
Being a Cousin complex all of whose cohomology sheaves are zero, C ∼ = 0 in D(X ) and this means C = 0. But C (y) = M ′ (f (y)) for all y ∈ X ′ , whence M ′ (x) = 0.
Definition 3.2.4. Let M be S 2 on (X, ∆). We say M is Cohen-Macaulay up to degree m on (X, ∆) (or ∆-CM up to degree
x is a quasi-isomorphism for every x ∈ X with ∆(x) ≤ m. The full subcategory S 2 (∆) which are ∆-CM up to degree m will be denoted CM(∆) ≤m .
We are in a position to state and prove the first of our main theorems, namely, Theorem 3.2.5. We wish to make a few orienting remarks, in order to show the Theorem's relationship to the results of Dibaei and Tousi [DT, p. 19, Thm. 1.4 ] and of Kawasaki [Kw, Thm. 4.4] . Fix a residual complex R on (X, De). Let M ∈ S 2 (∆) and N := (E ∆ M ) * . The Theorem is concerned with a certain symmetric relations between M and N . The first assertion is that N ∈ S 2 (∆). According to the Theorem, stripped of its category theoretic language, the relations between M and N are as follows (where we write equalities for functorial isomorphisms to reduce clutter):
We have the following equivalences:
If X is equidimensional, without emebedded points and S 2 in the usual sense (or equivalently, O X is S 2 with respect to the "height" function), and M = O X , then the above assertions identify N with the "canonical" module K := H 0 (R) giving the connection with the just cited results of Dibaei, Tousi [DT] and Kawasaki [Kw] . We would also like to draw the reader's attention to [LNS, p. 110, 9.3.7] . Theorem 3.2.5. Let R be a residual complex on (X, ∆) and let − * and − ′ be computed with respect to R. Let i : S 2 (∆) → A c (X ) be the natural embedding.
(c) The contravariant functor T (and therefore S) is an antiequivalence of categories and is its own pseudo-inverse, i.e. , (3.2.5.3)
such that the following diagram commutes:
(Note that therefore (3.2.5.4) and (3.2.5.3) determine each other.)
Proof. Let M ∈ S 2 (∆) and set N := E ( M ) * . From [LNS, p. 109, Prop. 9.3 .5] one sees that the complex EM = E ∆ M has coherent cohomology (since D c = D c * = D t on ordinary schemes). This means that N is defined and coherent. In view of Remark 3.2.2, we will always regard s(M ) as a map in C(X) whenever M is ∆-S 2 . Note that we have a (functorial) isomorphism in C(X)
arising from Proposition 2.5.4. Consider the map (in C(X))
Since the zeroth cohomology of this map is an isomorphism (for H 0 (s(M )) is), Proposition 3.1.1 applies giving ′ has no terms in negative degreesm whence-using (3.2.5.6)-neither does E(N ). The upshot is that
is a map in C(X). To show that N is S 2 (∆), we have to show that H 0 (s(N )) is an isomorphism.
Our strategy is as follows. We just argued that M ′ lives in non-negative degrees.
be the resulting map in C(X). We will establish an isomorphism G ∼ = N ′ such that θ corresponds to s(N ) under this isomorphism and (3.2.5.6). Since H 0 (θ) is an isomorphism, this would establish that so is H 0 (s(N )). Proposition 3.1.1 applied to θ (noting that
Applying − * to (3.2.5.7) and identifying G with (G ′ ) * we get the required isomorphism (3.2.5.8)
We leave it to the reader to check that
commutes using the definition of s(N ). Since H 0 (θ) is an isomorphism, N is in S 2 (∆) as we argued earlier. We have thus shown that T takes values in S 2 (∆). As we noted earlier, (3.2.5.5) gives (3.2.5.4) of part (d). Next, (3.2.5.8) shows that T and S are isomorphic, whence parts (a) and (b) are proven. One obtains the isomorphism asserted in (3.2.5.3) via the diagram in part (d) of the statement of the Theorem. Thus at this stage we have proven (a), (b), (c) and (d). It remains to prove (e). Working with our S 2 (∆) module M , as before, we set N := TM . Since T 2 ∼ = 1 it is enough to prove (e) in only one direction, i.e., it is enough to show that N is ∆-CM up to degree m if M is ∆-CM up to degree m.
Suppose M is ∆-CM up to degree m. Pick a point x ∈ X such that ∆(x) ≤ m. Then, s(M ) x is a quasi-isomorphism. As on an earlier occasion, let X ′ = X ′ x = SpecO X,x and consider the flat map f :
One checks (since all complexes involved have coherent cohomology) that with A = f * M and B = f * N one has:
where, over X ′ , the "primes" are with respect f * R.
One sees (since A ′ = f * (M ′ )) that the map s(A ) exists and clearly s(A ) = f * s(M ). By hypothesis s(A ) is a quasi-isomorphism, whence H i (E ∆ ′ A ) = 0 for i = 0. Applying Proposition 3.1.1 to 0 → E ∆ ′ A and i = 0, we get
i.e. B is ∆ ′ -CM. By [LNS, p. 42, Cor. 3.3 .2], we have a map of complexes
which is a quasi-isomorphism. By [LNS, p. 109, Cor. 9.3.6(ii) ], S = s(B), and the latter is easily seen to be f * s(N ). Taking global sections, we get s(N ) x (= Γ(X ′ , f * s(N )) is a quasi-isomorphism. Since x ∈ X was an arbitrary point with the property that ∆(x) ≤ m, we are done.
Connections with Grothendieck duality
In this section we use Proposition 2.3.1 (or, equivalently, Proposition 2.5.4) to extend and make transparent some of the results in [S] , e.g. the result that a map f is flat if and only if f ! transforms Cohen-Macaulay complexes to appropriate CohenMacaulay complexes (cf. [S, Theorems 7.2.2 and 9.3.12] ). From a commutative algebraist's point of view, the significant result in this section is that a complex 4.1. Pull back of Cousin complexes. We fix, for the rest of this discussion, a map f :
be the functor constructed in [LNS, p. 10, Main Theorem] 
where "upper star" is with respect to R and − ′ is with respect to
The functor f (♯)
R makes transparent many of the relationships established between the twisted inverse image functor f ! and f ♯ in [S] . We will show in Theorem 5.3.3 that f
(♯)
R is essentially f ♯ | Coz * . But first, we would like to show that f
R is independent of R.
Proposition 4.1.3. Let f be as above. There is a family of isomorphisms
Proof. The proof rests on the fact that there are isomorphisms between R ′ and S := R ⊗ L, where L is the coherent invertible O Y -module H om(R, R ′ ), and that isomorphisms between R ′ and S are indexed by units in the ring
Next, pick an isomorphism α : R ′ −→ ∼ S . Then α induces an isomorphism
In greater detail,
α where p α , q α , r α , s α are the maps induced by α in the commutative diagram below:
We claim that ψ α = ψ β . Note that there exists a (unique) unit a ∈ Γ(Y , O Y ) such that α = aβ, so that p α = ap β and q α = aq β . It follows that q −1 α p α = q −1 β p β . This proves the claim. Setting ψ R,R ′ equal to ψ α , it is not difficult to establish the cocycle rules.
From the proposition we deduce a well defined functor
4.2. Grothendieck duality. For f and R as above, in [S, § 9] , functors f R and from it f (♯) are constructed. In slightly greater detail, if
where D t (resp. D ′ t ) is the dualizing functor in (2.2.2) associated to R (resp. f ♯ R)
5
.
It is not hard to see that f (!)
R is an object in D c * (X )∩D + (X ) (see [S, § § 9.2, p. 187] , especially the discussion after (9.2.1)). The passage from f
, and one has functorial isomorphisms
such that, for a second residual complex R ′ on (Y , ∆),
satisfies cocycle rules. A couple of minor irritants need to be quickly addressed. In [S, § 9] , the source and target of f 
A second point needs to be made. As in [S] , we reserve the notation f ! (as opposed to f (!) ) for the twisted inverse image functor obtained in [DFS] [LNS, p. 105, Prop. 9.1.4] .
compactifiable maps in [Nay, p. 261, 7.1.3] . We point out that f ! and f (!) are canonically isomorphic when both are defined [S, p. 190, Thm. 9.3 .10].
4.3. Cousin complexes and duality. Let f , R, D t , D ′ t be as in the previous section. As for the symbols − * and − ′ , the context will determine the interpretation (see Remark 2.5.5). To put a fine point to it, if G is in Coz *
We denote by Q Y the localization functor 
In other words, (f, M ) is tor-independent if and only if the natural map Lf 
In particular, 
tor-independent pair (since the right side is the Matlis dual of the finitely generated B-module Tor
Since R(x) is an injective B-module, applying H i to both sides, we get the result. 
Proof. Evidently (i), (ii) and (iii) are equivalent. Since γ
f,R (F ) is the "dual" of γ * f (F ) with respect to the residual complex f ♯ R, clearly (iv) is equivalent to (iii). Theorem 4.4.3 gives us a way of reproving (and allows for a better understanding of) [S, p. 191, Thm. 9.3 .12] (cf. [S, p. 182, Thm. 7.2.2] ). Moreover, coupled with [S, p. 191, Thm. 9.3.13] it allows for subtle twist on that theorem on Gorenstein complexes. We should point out that there is a typographical error in loc.cit.-the hypothesis on F should be F ∈ Coz * ∆ (Y ) and not F ∈ Coz ∆ (Y ). 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 4.4.3 and the fact that f is flat if and only if γ * Proof. (ii)⇒(i) is obvious. We only have to prove (i)⇒(ii). It is enough to show that if F ∈ Coz * ∆ (Y ) and F is an injective complex, then F ∼ = R ⊗ V where R is residual on (Y , ∆) and V is coherent and locally free. To that end let R be any residual complex on (Y , ∆) and let − * and − ′ be the associated equivalence of categories between Coz * ∆ (Y ) and A c (Y ). By [S, p. 191, Thm. 9.3.13] 
In [S, p. 178, Thm. 6.3.1] it is shown that the Cousin of the map γ ! f is an isomorphism. It is much simpler to prove the analogous statement for γ
to be the composite
We then have Proposition 4.4.7. The functorial map
is an isomorphism.
Proof. Fix a residual complex R on (Y , ∆). It is enough to show that the functorial map E(γ (!)
R ) is an isomorphism or what amounts to the same thing, that H
is an isomorphism for every x ∈ X . Fixing such an x, we see-as in the proof of Lemma 4.4.2-that after taking Matlis duals this amounts to showing that for F ∈ Coz * ∆ (Y ), the natural map
is an isomorphism, which it clearly is.
5. The pseudofunctor − (♯) vs. the pseudofunctor −
♯
In this section we show that f (♯) F is naturally isomorphic to f ♯ F when F ∈ Coz * ∆ (Y ) and f : (X , ∆ ′ ) → (Y , ∆) is a map in F r c . But first we wish to understand the behaviour of (f g) (♯) for a composite of two maps f and g with respect to f (♯) and g (♯) .
5.1. Variance properties. We assume familiarity with the notion of a contravariant pseudofunctor defined for example in [LNS, p. 45] . Indeed the main focus of [LNS] 
This together with the isomorphisms f * F * −→ ∼ (f * F * ) ′ * = (f (♯) F ) * (cf. Remark 2.5.5) gives an isomorphism
R . The process is completely analogous to the one described [C, p. 136, (3.3.15) ] and [S, p. 188, (9.2. 3)] for − (!) . The isomorphism C
g,f,R behaves well with respect to change of residual complexes, giving an isomorphism
Using the pseudofunctoriality of − ♯ it is easy to see that the above identification is "associative", and hence defines a pseudofunctor − (♯) on F r c with (Y , ∆) (♯) = Coz * ∆ (Y ) for (Y , ∆) ∈ F r c . Since, as we briefly noted, the process is identical to the process of constructing the pseudofunctor − (!) , with f * , g * and (f g) * replacing Lf * , Lg * and L(f g) * in the construction in [S, p. 188, (9.2. 3)], we have the following proposition (cf. [S, p. 163, Thm. 4.1.4 
(d)]):
Proposition 5.1.1. With f, g as above, the following diagram commutes:
where the map C
g,f is the map in [S, p. 188, (9.2. 3)]. 
inducing a map of coherent O X -modules
The natural isomorphism f ♯ F −→ ∼ (f ♯ F ) * ′ of Proposition 2.5.4 followed by ξ ′ gives us a map
R F which one checks (from the definitions) is independent of R, i.e.
We therefore get a well defined map of functors (5.2.1)
If g : (W, ∆ ′′ ) → (X , ∆ ′ ) is a second map, it is easy to check from the definitions that the diagram
Proof. By construction of ζ f , ξ f is the dual (with respect to R) of ζ f , which we have shown is an isomorphism.
